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weather
Mostly cloudy today. High
near 50. Clear and cold
tonite. Low near 40.

September 22, 1982

Lebanon council
elects president
by The Associated Press
The Israeli government on Tuesday
approved the plan to send U.S., Italian and French peacekeepers back to
Beirut, where the confirmed death
toll from a frenzy of bloodletting in
two refugee camps climbed to 204.
With support from the Moslem leaders who tried to block his brother's
election, Maronite Christian Amin
Gemayel was chosen president of
Lebanon during a special Parliament
session held one week after Presidentelect Bashir Gemayel was assassinated.
Israel pulled more of its troops out
of west Beirut, which it seized in what
it called a peacekeeping move following Bashir Gemayel's murder. But
the Israelis kept an overnight curfew
in force in the predominantly Moslem
sector for a third night.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin's
Cabinet, after a 5'2-hour meeting in
Jerusalem, announced that it endorsed reconstitution of the 2,100-man
force that left Beirut earlier this
month after evacuation of the main
body of PLO fighters.
CABINET SECRETARY Dan Meridor said the government also called
for a committee of five nations -Israel, Lebanon, the United States,
Italy and France - to ensure that in
the new circumstance, the bloody
terror will not be renewed."
But he said the Cabinet rejected
President Yitzhak Navon's call for an
Israeli investigation of the slaughter

last Thursday and Friday at the Sabra and Chatilla refugee camps. Meridor said that only the government
would discuss "the manner to conduct
an appropriate
examination into the
facts.fi
At the Moslem Chatilla camp. Red
Cross spokesmen said 84 more bodies
were recovered from rubble bulldozed by the marauders over victims.
This pushed the confirmed toll to 204,
but the spokesmen said many more
corpses were still buried. Estimates
of the dead range from 300 by the U.S.
government to 1,400 by PLO chief
Yasser Arafat.
Israel blamed Phalangist militiamen loyal to the slain Gemayel for
the rampage. Lebanese officials and
.some survivors said the killers were
from the militia of renegade Lebanese army.
THE PHALANGISTS and the army
denied involvement. Israel was
charged with doing nothing about the
killing for 36 hours and was condemned for not preventing the slaughter with its troops in west Beirut.
But Israel rejected these charges,
saying it seized the killing as soon as
its army found out it was going on.
In announcing his decision to send
U.S. Marines back to Beirut, President Reagan said Monday night that it
was "essential" Israel withdraw its
troops from Beirut. He warned the
Israelis, who invaded Lebanon June 6
to rout the Palestine Liberation Organization, that they were sinking
"more deeply into the quagmire "

JllSt an eyeSOre?

In
' * abandoned houses on £. Court St. is an eyesore lor Bowling Green. Do the boards prevent
people from gaining access to the house? II the answer is no', then it may also be a solely hazard.

Sex related crimes rise in area
Editor's Note: This Is the first of a
three-part series on rape. The News
will feature a first person account of
rape In Thursday's paper and on
Friday we will focus on rape awareness.

by Karen Kelly
sldH rtporU-i

The number of reported sex related
crimes at the University has increased from five in 1980-81 to 17
during 1981-82 according to Campus
Safety and Security's annual crime
breakdown figures.
This statistical rise of sex related
crimes could bo due to several factors, William Bess, director of Campus Safetv and Security, said. More
sexual crimes are being reported, and
there has been an increase in the
incidents themselves, Bess said.
"In a campus environment, rape is
one of the most frequently committed
crimes and yet one of the least reported ones,' Cindy Goforth, corporal
at Campus Safety and Security, said.

"There has been an increase in the
The first thing I do when I talk to a
number of reported rapes, especially woman who has oeen raped is assure
date rapes, where the victim knows her that she hasn't done anything
her attacker." Goforth said.
wrong," she said.
•Reporting of rapes has increased
On a rape case. Goforth said Cambecause the people are losing part of pus Safety and Security usually works
the stigma imposed on them by so- in male-female teams. Often after a
ciety,'" Bess said.
female has been raped, talking to a
male gives her psychological comTHE OLD-FASHIONED idea of fort, she added.
blaming the victim is dissappearing.
The male-female team also proGoforth said. In the past, society used vides the rape victim with a motherto think that the woman was "asking father image. Bess said.
for it" by the way she dressed or by
"If the female feeli uncomfortable
her mannerisms, she added.
with '.he male officer around, the
In recognition of the change in female officer will stay and talk to
societal preception, Bess said that the her. while the other "officer starts
courts and the legislatures are now some of the paper work of the case.'
recognizing the rights of the victim.
Goforth said
In the past, victims had to prove
Alter the officers have talked with
physical resistance in order to prove the rape victim, they wi!! then escort
rape." Bess said. Now the laws have her to the hospital for an examination,
been changed and victims only need she said
to prove that the crime occured."
IF A FEMALE has been raped, she
Because rape investigation itself should not change her clothes or take
has improved, the conviction rate for a shower. Goforth said.
these sex related crimes has in" At the hospital, the doctors will
creased, Bess said.
examine her for internal damages as
"Rape is the ultimate crime of well as physical evidence of the
degradation, next to death. The peo- rape." Goforth said.
ple who are raped should not be
"After we return the rape survivor'
referred to as victims," Goforth said, to her home, we give her a list of
"Instead, they should be refered to as phone numbers and names of counselrape survivors'."
ing center that she can contact."
Goforth said. T also remind her
THE MOST common attitude again that she didn't do anything
among rape victims is "why me?.' wrong."
Goforth added.
To help prevent rapes, Goforth sug-

Senate to expedite
rail strike bill soon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
opened an express track Tuesday for
President Reagan's bill to halt the
nationwide rail strike, but the measure may be flagged for at least a day
or two in the House.
As committees in both chambers
held hearings on the 3-day-old strike,
Senate leaders-indicated a vote on the
proposal to order 26,000 locomotive
engineers back to work could come
soon.
But House Speaker Thomas "Tip"
O'Neill indicated a slower pace,
though he promised the bill "will be
expedited before the week is out."
Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis urged Congress to move rapidly to
impose a settlement already proposed
by a special commission. He estimated the strike was costing the
economy between $500 million to $1
billion a day and within a week could
result in 450,000 people out of work.
But Lewis was greeted with sharp
criticism from some Democrats at
both the House and Senate hearings
over concern that the administration
was asking Congress to impose a
settlement on the railroad unions.

BG News photo/Ron Hagler
.
Lewis Nye is nol waiting for offers, but rather he
Anticipation is relaxing while walling for his wife lo meet
him at fouls Cleaners. 524 E. Wooster St.

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo

INSTEAD, THE critics suggested
an extension of the cooling-off period
which had precluded the strike for 60
days, or imposition of arbitration.
Both of those options, said Lewis,
were considered and rejected by the
administration. He said Congress at
least six times in recent times has
intervened in various degrees to halt
a rail work stoppage.

"I think we've mediated this thing
almost to death.... You're not gong to
get this resolved " he tnld the Senate
Committee on labor and Human ReFurthermore, insisted Lewis, any
attempt to impose another mandatory
cooling-off period, as the engineer's
union wants, would put into jeopardy
the tentative agreement already
signed by the railroads and the 80,000member United Transportation
Union.
Fred Hardin, president of the UTU,
confirmed in an interview that he
would "absolutely" withhold his contract from ratification if a cooling-off
period is ordered in the engineer's
union negotiatins.
"I'm not about to ratify mine (the
contract) while they're cooling off,"
he declared.
WHILE DISAGREEMENTS
emerged among members of both the
House and Senate over what action to
take, there was solid agreement that
the government must move to end the
strike.
The effect of the strike has been
widespread.
Most freight traffic has been halted
across the nation, although Conrail
continues to run because its engineers
are under a different contract. Amtrak passenger trains have been
halted in the South and West. Commuter rail traffic in Chicago and San
Francisco has been interrupted.
see STRIKE page 7

gested that women walk in pairs or
groups at night. She also said they
should avoid dark and isolated areas
such as the cemeterv. the gclf course
and the area around the stadium.
If attacked, women have to decide
how to handle the situation. Goforth
said some are indecisive as to
whether to fight back or not.
If a woman is attacked, she should
respond in a manner io suit the situation. Goforth said.
•MY BEST ADVICE is whatever
you decide to do. follow through with
it.' she added If you are going to hit
your attacker, hit him with the intent
to hurt him. not just scare him
The best weapons are your hands
and feet, li.pfortn said
"Things like mace and room keys
can be taken awaj from you and used
against you by your attacker," she
said.
'"When I was at a rape clinic in New
York, they showed us a picture of a
woman whose attacker stuck her
hairbrush through her thraot because
she would not stop screaming." Goforth said. She was alive when they
found her but she died shortly afterwards."
To prevent rape, people have to be
aware that anyone can be raped,
Goforth said.
"A lot of people think this won't
happen to me.' but it can," Goforth
said. "Even babies have been raped."

Import proposal

Bill stirs dispute
WASHINGTON (APi - The Canadian government has told this country it opposes legislation now before
Congress to limit the foreign-made
components in auto imports. Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige
said Tuesday.
Baldrige told a House panel he was
informed Monday by the Canadian
government that it considered the
quota legislation "unacceptable in
that it ignores the U.S.-Canadian
trade pact."
Baldrige was among Reagan administration spokesmen voicing
strong opposition to the bill as hearings opened in the House Ways and
Means trade subcommittee.
Baldrige said labor supporters of
the so-called domestic content legislation were wrong in claiming that the
measure would create hundreds of
thousands of jobs in the auto and
related industries.
Baldrige, U.S. trade representative
William E. Brock, and Deputy Treasury Secretary R.T. McNamara testified that the auto content bill would
bring on retaliatory measures from
other trading nations which would
cost U.S. industry iobs.
MCNAMARA CALLED it an "income redistribution bill" that would
benefit auto workers at the expense of
farmers and other industrial workers.
The administration views brought
an angry reaction from some committee members who charged that the
bill would do no more than what
Japan and some other countries have
been doing for years in restricting

imports to protect their own industries.
"This bill is a backlash. It's a harbinger of things to come," said Rep.
Don Bailey, D-Pa., referring to what
he called growing congressional frustration with restrictive trade practices in other countries.
Bailey charged that Canada, in
seeking to get a Japanese auto plant
located in that country, had threatened to "deny access to the Canadian
market if the manufacturer established his plant in the United States."
Bailey did not identify the manufacturer involved.
Rep. William M. Brodhead, DMich., said Canada would not be
seriously affected by the bill.
THE REVISED bill offered by Rep.
Richard Ottinger, D-N.Y. "really impacts only one country," Brodhead
said. "As redrawn, it would only
restrict imports from Japan."
The bill would set limits on the
amount of foreign-made content in the
product of any manufacturer selling
more than 100,000 cars and trucks a
year in this country.
The content requirement would be
scaled to sales volume, peaking at 90
percent domestic content for an automaker selling 900,000 units per year or
more in this country.
As originally proposed by the
United Auto Workers union, the bill
would have put the top limit on automakers with sales of 500,000 units or
more.
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BG's rape problems
rooted in ignorance

Rape.
*^
[t is a wonder that anything can be said about it that has not
already been said.
But as long as it remains a problem, it will stay an issue, a big
issue to those that have been raped, those who know someone who
has, and to those that have the potential to be raped.
Already there have been letters about rape; warnings about it,
opinions, and testimonials of those who have had an experience or
are close to someone who has. The problem here really is not rape
itself, but the attitude of people at the University regarding it.
Every year the attitude seems to be laissez-faire - "who gives a
damn?"
Sure, there are people here who care. There are some who care a
lot, and even some who try to prevent rape or help victims after the
fact. But there are not enough. If there were, then maybe rape
would not be such a big issue.
There are too many women who walk home alone, thinking that
"it wouldn't happen to me." There are not enough street lights, not
enough police, not enough correct information about protection,
and most of all, not enough convictions for those who are guilty of
rape. There are also too many people who say 'rape is a tired issue,
so why discuss it anymore?' Perhaps it is these people who do the
most damage.
Burying one's head in the sand is not the best way to solve any
problem. No problem will ever go away by itself simply by not
discussing it. Informing the public of what is going on and how it
can be stopped are ways of doing something to help eliminate the
unwanted situation. Other things need to be done besides sitting one
one's backside, tipping back a brew and complaining about what a
boring issue rape is. Rape happens. It could happen to you, or to
someone you love. Some women do not get away alive.
So think about it. Think about it a lot. And then act. Learn about
rape, look out a window if you hear a commotion on the street,
discover a reliable means of protection, get an escort home. Most
important of all, do not ignore it, because if it does happen to you,
you will never forget it.

Zionism root of Mideast problem
Two articles in the BG News by
Vasilios Lairkos and David Weinberg
correctly identified the tortured dilemmas of Palestine as grave and

COMMENT
by L. Edward Shuck
complex, loaded with emotion, misinformation, pitfalls for U.S. foreign
policy and operations.
More attention must be directed to
the roots of the problem and to current compulsions, as diffifcult as it is
to bring attention to a stream of
historical developments in a miasma
of bitterness. Zionism, which can correctly be identified in important part
as a form of tribalism with dubious
intellectual credentials, obscured in
primitive theological concepts, has
spearheaded a four de force since late
in the last century to assume political
control over Palestine without regard
for any measured wishes of the population. The creation of the State of
Israel, as a Jewish entity, was made
EDSsible by two international events,
ath ignoring the hopes, wishes and
political rights - within a context of
representative governance - of the
non-Jews in Palestine who. in 1919,
outnumbered the Jews by 9-1 and in
1948 by more than 2-1. What the nonJews in the Middle East identify as an
European/American colonial implant
was made possible by first the creation of the British Mandate over
Palestine in 1919 rather than the grant
of independence, upon which the locals had depended; and secondly by
the adoption of the majority report of
the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine in 1947, denying the
minority report, which had been supported by all the Arab states and
called for a bi-communal secular
state rather than the crazy-quilt division of Palestine into Jewish and Arab
states, as did the majority report.

Since 1948 the Jewish State has ex(landed considerably and regularly,
argely as a result of inept attempts
by the displaced to resist what was
going on.
IN THEIR WEAKNESS the indigenous inhabitants became strangers in
their own land, forced to obey Zionist
guidelines for their destiny or to leave
and pursue lives in exile. For long the
world has been placated by Zionist
excuses for this mass eviction. "God
gave his Chosen People the right to
seize the Land of Canaan, dispossess
the inhabitants and take over their
property and political identity," and
this "divine gift" was as valid in the
20th Century as it was in the 13th
Century B.C. Furthermore, since the
Jews were savagely mistreated by
Germans in the 1930s and 1940s, they
were entitled to redistribution at the
expense of the Palestinians. Since
most of the Zionist colonists were and
are European and American, and
therefore possessed of a more advanced technological culture and political experience, they really are
civilizing the area and bringing prosperity and democracy where such
benefits of modern life were lacking
in 1948. Since the inhabitants, moreover, are overwhelmingly Muslim in
religion and Arabic in culture, let
some Muslim nation make room for
them. Send the Palestinians to Jordan, for example - even though Palestinians are not and have not for
millenia been identifiable as pertaining to the semi-arid bedouin regions
beyond the Jordan. Nor was the land
east of the Jordan ever considered to
be part of Palestine.
THE INTRUSION INTO PALESTINE continues to be regarded by
non-Jews in the Middle East as another example of high-handed treatment of their area by western
colonialists, and a consequent ongoing western disinterest in the social
and economic complexities of the

Middle East. Consistent support by
the United States Government for the
spurious historical allusions of Zionism has gravely damaged American
influence in the Third World. Contrary to the superficial excuse that
Israel is a "bulwark against Communism," the entire processes which
have carved out Israel have weakened, not strengthened, American
postures and policies.
These concerns are among those
which clearly demand greater attention and more honesty in discussions
about what is going on in Palestine.
Most pressing is the need for Americans to think their way toward realistic modalities for a framework for
peace in the area. It is indeed a very
difficult task, mainly because we nonJews feel so much genuine concern
for indicating possible discourtesies
to our Jewish friends. But the situation has long gone beyond the point
where this sensitivity can inhibit
careful analyses.
THOSE NEVER-TO-BE-DENIED
determinants - the facts of demography - together with growing iconoclastic analyses of Zionism on the
part of European and American individuals and organizations will eventually make the presence of Zionists
in Palestine untenable - and therefore
tragic. That date for a hurried mass
evacuation to the United States will be
hastened by refusal of the temporarily victorious Israelis to demilitarize
their pretensions and their presence,
and failure of the United States Government to join with other non-Arab
and non-Zionist political groups and
governments to provide support to the
obvious needs: mutual recognition of
a Jewish State as an established fact
balanced by the establishment of a
non-Zionist state within a segment of
Palestine. That this is very close to
the declaration of Arab governments,
represented at Fez, Morrocco. a few
days ago, does not make it less legitimate. Conjoined must be the demilita-

rization and neutralization of both
states, a condition to be guaranteed
internationally and enforced.
In the mid- and long-term, Israel
cannot exist as a military outpost of
the United States, in integral part,
actually of a major world power.
Israel can only succeed as a midEastern state, living in tolerance and
cooperation with its neighboring nations. Nor can peace be a hope when
the indigenous population of Palestine
continues to be treated as a nonentity,
represented only by a "handful of
terrorists."
ZIONISM HAS PROVED to be a
dangerous mutation to the historic
and creative genius of Judism as a
world religion. Its aggressive tribalism evokes hatred directed toward
all Jews. In counter reaction, the
creative genius of the indigenous people of Palestine has been turned inward to fester in sullen resentment,
and fear of western^civilization. Many
of its people have indeed resorted to
terrorism to challenge the Americanprovided military power of the Zionists against which they feel helpless.
Nothing could be worse; yet nothing
could be more human. Yet, as have all
religious traditions through centuries,
Judaism must bear the main burden
of purging itself of evil mutations. It is
encouraging to note the current challenges of Zionism being offered by
leading Jewish personalities and organiztions. In helping to cool things
down, we must bear in mind that all
Jews arc. not all Zionists, nor are all
Zionist Jews. Check out the Zionists
among many of our fundamentalist
Christian orators, still preserving a
rigid pre-rational mythology about
"chosen people" led by a tribal warrior god.
L. Edward Shuck is an associate
professor In the department of Political Science.

New alcohol policy
promotes confusion
The recently-passed state law raising the legal drinking age to 19
has clearly reached nearly every social aspect of campus life in
Ohio colleges.
Freshmen males will no longer be going to fraternity rush parties
for the sole purpose of drinking free beer. And bars and taverns in
college towns face the prospect of losing a sizeable portion of their
business, that which came from 18-year-old students.
The University has established an interim drinking policy in
response to the new law, and whether or not it works successfully
will determine the existence of alcohol consumption at parties in
the future.
The policy focuses on parties where beer is to be served, and
includes regulations on party scheduling, monitoring duties and the
number of persons permitted to attend.
Fifty percent of the students attending a party must be 19 years
of age or older; there must be an identified monitor for every 20
persons; and the party must end at 1 a.m.
The office of Residence Life has made a commendable attempt to
continue permitting the use of alcohol at parties on campus. It
appears that the only alternative to this policy would be forbidding
any use of alcohol in the University housing units.
But the enforcement of the policy may result in problems, mainly
because parts of the policy are vague. In some cases, minor
regulations in the party are so specific that they are ambiguous.
The capacity limit for a party location is "10.5 square feet per
person of floor space not covered by furniture or by other fixed
items in the room, as rated by the Bowling Green Fire Department
and based upon the Ohio Building Code."
The policy requires food "in an adequate amount to last throughout the party" to be available. How are students to pre-determine
what constitutes that "adequate amount" of food when preparing
for the party?
Also, 25 percent of the beverages served at a party must be nonalcoholic and "in a visible and accessible area." It seems that
cases may arise where residents having a party may legitimately
believe that the alternate beverage is easily accessible, whereas
the Office of Residence Life may see it differently.
It appears that these regulations will break down into interpretations, causing a severe misunderstanding between students and
their administrative overseers.
And what are the penalties for violating these regulations? Will
they result in the same disciplinary action as policy violations
deemed more serious? Violation of these regulations are miniscule,
and in most cases, would be an oversight or miscalculation. But it's
hard to tell from the policy what punishment the planners of the
party would face for having an inadequate amount of food or an
obstruction of some sort blocking the path to the Kool-Aid.
The policy also holds the sponsoring groups or responsible
individuals accountable for the regulations. Penalties for these
persons and the specific violator may take the form of immediate
termination of the event, cancellation of all events at which
alcoholic beverages are served for a maximum of one year or
referral to the appropriate agency for disciplinary action. These
responsible individuals, such as fraternity or sorority presidents,
have always been held responsible for the conduct of the member of
their organization. And the Greek Life Office told the News Monday
that disciplinary action would most likely be administered to the
entire organization rather than individuals, as it has always been.
But the drinking policy is new, and it's easy for these group leaders
to assume that the penalties for violation of that policy are new and
will be strictly enforced.
The policy is being enforced on a trial basis, so it's ultimately up
to students to abide the regulations so that a permanent policy that
would permit alcohol parties on campus can be established. But it's
up to the Office of Residence Life and the Office of Greek Life to
make sure that students know exactly what is expected of them
during this interim period.

"U.S.TECHNOLOGYTO RUSSIA AND US.TR00P5 FOR EUROPEAN DEFENSE...!
PIPELINE DIPLOMACY, FRANCIOSE !"

LETTERS

A PERFECT

Spikers praise BG fans

Too often the spectators of BG Var- both to the production and the arti- inanely and irrelevantly said, sical theatre medium. Her ambiguity
sity sports go unappreciated. The cle's writer (if not the paper itself). "... his voice was never tested dur- throughout the article showed a childWomen's Volleyball Team feels this is What is being criticized Here is not ing the show, as the character has no ish lack of thought. Even a high school
Ms. Beach's opinion of the show, but singing parts." Another example of student in his/her first journalism
wrong.
This letter is in appreciation to rather the way in which she handled the inadequacy of this somewhat class could be a little more specific
those who attended our season opener it. To begin with, the article was amusing critique is the line which than to use the word "decent(ly)"
presented in a broad, ambiguous states, "It was obvious to see the with such redundancy. Brigadoon
Sept. 15 against Kent State.
The best group of fans in BG, your manner, using terms and phrases differences between the modern may have both its high and low points,
support and enthusiasm was great. such as "decent", "good", Americans and the loth-Century but Ms. Beach did justice to neither.
The arena may not have been filled "... strange at times ... , and Scots ..." One would think this was a How is it to not be taken seriously by
but the excitement and noise levels "... proper planning ..." These major observation considering there anyone who has seen the show or
were not supported with any elabora- were only four American characters knows the first thing about good jourwere definitely at a maximun.
nalism?
We hope more people will come to tions or explanations, some of the in the show.
Ms. Beach has clearly shown her
Staphan W. Mumpw
watch our games after hearing of our article bordered on comical, such as
116 AllcaProut Hall
exciting first match. As a young the reference to Ed O'Donnell which obvious lack of knowledge of the muteam, we run a fast attack and promise to offer BG many more thrilling
by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY
matches.
If you didn't see our first match, we
m&.&m>iTAW OHIEAH? nm,mexAme, ruBam
hope you'll attend our home match
« &ACV706O
criwmr,fttpecm> LIKE
no, MKE, IM
mm?
against University of Toledo on SepS/6NUPF0R.
Amaprm
Kucouer
TontNExrmiOFF. mm?
tember22 at 7:00 p.m. The games are
If£8>7*£V6fW/H>
CHAN6&HT
J^.
iHAmfnaa>
srofcrr \ _«_
held in Anderson Arena and are free
WLFKLSOHE-Himof charge.
m issom.6aiis.
Thanks to those who supported us,
we thought it only fair we support you
as well.
Tha Woman's Volleyball Taam

'Weekender' review
lacking In specifics
The BG News "Weekender" critique of Brigadoon was a discredit

■jajajaaaaaajaBaaaajaj
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Award by merit pay
planned for faculty

Good study habits include breaks
by Mary Jo McVay
reporter
As more professors get into testing
exercises, students are beginning to
panic about taking those exams.
Nancy Wygant, counseling psychologist at the Counseling and Career
Development Center said many emotions combine to create this fear of the
exam.
Lack of concentration is one obstacle, according to Wygant, who characterizes this problem as
"intervening thoughts coming into
one's mind and the mind absorbing
lots of stimuli." She said this could
include thoughts of unfulfilled needs,
accomplishments or unresolved matters with other persons.
"Lets face it, nobody likes to
study," she added. "Studying is not
exactly stimulating to most of us!"
Wygant said students can alleviate
the situation by determining how long
they can concentrate. This involves
checking the time when they initially
sit down to study and then looking at
the clock again when the first interveningthought enters their mind, she
said. They should then write down the
time, along with a description of the
interrupting thought, she added.

WYGAND ADDED that after a set
amount of study time, students should
reward themselves with a break to
resolve the intruding.thoughts.
The students' then should try to
force the intruding thoughts to occur
less frequently during a study period,
Wygant said.
She said that "no one can go more
than 50-90 minutes without other
thoughts interrupting", adding that
maximum concentration for a college
student is approximately 45 minutes.
Another method leading to academic success is programming daily
studying, according to Wygant. Wygant said students should "study the
same thing, the same time, at the
same place" every day.
Wygant said students should not try
to study in their rooms, because there
are too many temptations deterring
effective studying, such as friends
walking into the room to socialize.
She said good study areas on campus include the Math Science Library,
upper floors of the Main Library,
lounges in the residence halls, empty
classrooms and Prout Chapel.

Besides lack of concentration, these
may include greater competition for
grades in college than in high school,
lack of self-confidence and poor notetaking skills, she said.
The Career Education Library in
the Counseling and Career Development Center has self-help literature
that may aid the student without the
need for individual counseling.
Another source of help in study
skills and time management is the
Developmental Learning Center, 101
University Hall, under the direction of
Carla Hoke.
This center gives individual instruction to students having difficulty
in reading, writing or math, with lab
work available in each area.
Hoke said the study technique used
at the center is the SQ3R system. This
involves surveying ('S' I the material
before actually reading it, formulating questions ('Q') you think may be
answered in the particular section,
then ding the material, reciting it to
yourself when the reading is finished,
and reviewing anything that is unclear to you C3R').

WYGANT SAID she believes that
many factors add to the anxieties
students experience in test taking

"IT'S THE best studying technique
I know," Hoke added. "What we re
talking about is a whole process of

studying."
She said often a student 'reads' a
text but what actually happens is
"their eyes move but nothing sinks in.
"Research has shown students
spend more time reading than studying," she said. "You forget 60 percent
of what you read or hear within 24
hours if you don't do something with
it."
Hoke also suggested that a student
with difficulty studying set up a study
schedule, "so studying isn't a haphazard thing when there's nothing better
to do. There's always something better to do."
There are two courses, EDCI 100
and EDCI 101, offered through the
Developmental Learning Center,
Hoke said.
EDCI 100 involves such topics as
study habits, the SQ3R method of
study, finding the main idea of the
text, note-taking from lectures, drawing conclusions and using a dictionary
or thesaurus.
EDCI 101 is a course in speed
reading. It is designed to increase the
reading rate of text books. Emphasis
is placed on the difficulty of the
material and the individual background and experience of the reader.

Flood kills 489 in San Salvador

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
■ AP) - The death toll from floods and
mud slides set off by torrential rains
climbed to 489 Tuesday in El Salvador's worst natural disaster in 17
years.
In Guatemala, authorities estimated there were at least 100
weather-related deaths. They said
more than 20 flood-swollen rivers had
cut off large stretches of highways.

I

leaving many parts of the country
isolated.
Green Cross Director Roberto Cruz
said his rescue teams had recovered
250 bodies from the Montebello section of northeast San Salvador, where
flood waters from the slopes of the
San Salvador volcano crashed
through a retaining wall before dawn
Sunday, burying hundreds of houses
under 10 feet of mud.

Cruz said he believed 1,000 to 1,500
people died in Montebello, the hardest-nit area. A Defense Ministry
spokesman described the estimate as
"a little exaggerated."
Red Cross spokesman Jorge Rivera
said Monday night his agency had
recovered 37 bodies from Montebello,
in addition to the 250 reported by the
Green Cross. Another 202 bodies were
reported found at other sites near the

DOMINO'S PIZZA
352-1539

capital and around the country.

THE HEAVY RAINS began Thursday, and stopped Monday.
More than 1.500 rescue workers
were digging through piles of rubble
at Montebello. Officials said entire
families were lost and that it will take
15 days to dig out the area.
Survivors told of one woman who
see FLOOD page 4

by mike Towle
stafi reporter
Dr. Karl Vogt, interim vice-president for academic affairs and chair of
Academic Council, outlined the administration's plan for award by
merit pay increases for faculty members at this year's first Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.
The proposed plan would allow 40
percent of the funds available for pay
increments to be awarded on the basis
of merit. However, Vogt said he would
like to see part of that put aside for
special awards to faculty personel
snowing outstanding contributions to
the University's academic programs.
Vogt said the University was under
a similar plan for pay increases several years ago. However, high inflation
and a greater cost of living forced a
move to an across-the-board system
for pay raises.
For the last three years, the University has been under an 80/20 system that awarded 80 percent of the
pay increase money available in an
across-the-board manner, and 20 percent on the faculty merit premise,
Vogt said.
"I THINK THAT this University
has long recognized that differential
contributions warrant differential rewards," Vogt said. "I think this has
been a strategy to try and retain
faculty and staff membership necessary for quality programming
thrusts."

i
*

This present system causes dissatisfaction among faculty members,
according to vogt. "This system's
short-comings may well lead to a
reduced level of faculty commitment," he said.
President Olscamp is the catalyst
behind the merit increment idea, Vogt
added.
"He believes there should be
greater recognition of the outstanding
contributions made by members of
the faculty that are not being recognized under the current system,"
Vogt said.
Olscamp's plan outlines greater
participation by college deans in selecting faculty members in their colleges for award merit increments,
Vogt said.
"PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS
and the assignment of rewards has
long been a shared responsibility of
academic and college offices," Vogt
added. "The absence of the dean
identification reward process is a
short-coming and it should be resolved," he said.
Another plan for award by merit
increments was proposed in a memorandum by Donald M. Wilson, associate professor in music
composition/history. The plan would
award merit based pay-raises at fixed
amounts of $600, $900"and $1,200. The
awards would be given uniformly to
deserving faculty members regardless of i ank. and would be determined
by members of each department.
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EIG supports clean air legislation
by Carolyn Balster
reporter

Senate Committee of Environmental and Public
Works Clean Air Act and
Amendment Bill, Karen
Scott, a senior environmental analysis major and
president of EIG, said.

This week when Senators Howard Metzenbaum and John Glenn vote
on the bill allowing clean
air lawsuits in any federal
court, the thoughts and ac"It is a very intelligent
tions of the University's and fair act," Scott said,
Environmental Interest "because it's fair to both
Group will support them.
industry and environmenA letter of support was talists."
sent out to encourage the
The bill is important to
senators to vote for the

Ohioans in particular, rain "is in the ranee of
Scott said. In addition to vinegar."
allowing the clean air lawBESIDES THE clean air
suits, the bill asks for a 35
percent reduction in emis- action, the 25 members of
sions of sulfur dioxide in 10 the EIG are working on a
years. Ohio is one of the number of other projects.
biggest producers of sulfur
dioxide, she said.
The group is planning an
energy-saving workshop
The sulfur dioxide is be-. for off campus students,
lieved to be one of the Scott said, and some of the
major causes of acidic members will again be
rain, she said, adding that working with the Red
the acidic content of the Cross as trained disaster

surveyors. They will also the Union and many
start up their recycling S>ups from the Toledo
program soon, she added.
uncil on Environmental
Concerns set up exhibits,
"Our main goal is to she said.
advance the environmental awareness of the cam"We try to present a
pus," Scott said.
variety of programs
throughout the year,"
They will try to achieve Scott said.
this goal through the proMembership is free and
motion of National Earth
Day, which is held an- meetings are held Wednesnually in the Spring, she day nights at 8 p.m. in 121
said. The festival is held in Hayes Hall, she said.

Celesteopposes rising gas bills
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Richard Celeste
turned his attention to rising energy costs Tuesday,
holding a news conference
at the home of a senior
citizen to underscore the
problem.
Celeste said Mary Mice-

nec Mahler, who has lived
in the largely blue-collar
Birmingham neighborhood
for 70 of her 73 years, is an
example of the senior citizens who get pinched by
energy costs.
"Mary actually lives in
half of a house, because
during the winter she

Confused About Your Future?
9% Attend Our First ^y^>
'<* Career Seminar <^
"CHOOSING A MAJOR"
Thurs., Sept. 23 • 9:00 a.m.
Compton Hall Lounge
PHONE 20202 IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND
UNIVERSITY DIVISION
C.E.Q.

closes up the second floor
because she can't afford to
heat it," Celeste said.
"Natural gas is up 45 percent for (Columbia Gas of
Ohio) customers in Toledo,
or an average of $272 for
each residential customer."
Celeste said consumers
are being hurt by the
higher priced gas Columbia is buying from out of
state.
•There is a special burden on the unemployed and
senior citizens for energy
costs," Celeste said. "As
governor, I intend to stand
up for the Ohio consumer."
AS MRS. MAHLER escorted Celeste out the front
door after the news confer-

ence, the Democrat promised to bring the woman
and her friends to Columbus for lunch at the governor's office if he's elected.
Mrs. Mahler said she
voted for Celeste in the
primary election and was
asked if she wanted to
meet the candidate.
"I didn't know it would
be all this," she said.
"Now, I'm going to be in
trouble with the other
women in the neighborhood because I didn't ask
them to come."
In other political news:
• President Reagan has
rescheduled his trip to Columbus, originally planned
for Tuesday, to Oct. 4, deputy White House press secretary 1-arry Speakes said
Tuesdav. Reagan postponed the trip so he could
attend a fund-raiser in

Washington Tuesday afternoon for Rep. David
Emery, R-Maine, who is
running for the Senate.
• U.S. Rep. Michael Oxley,
R-Ohio, has criticized
House Democrats for
"throwing money at a
problem' in passing a $1
billion temporary jobs bill
last week. Oxley called the
proposal a "make-work
program" of six-month
jobs to repair- bridges and
roads similar to other
Democratic programs that
"contribute nothing to real
economic recovery."
• The Ohio Republican
Party's half-hour television program to tout its
statewide ticket has cost
the party about $32,000.
according to Ohio GOP
Chairman Michael Colley.
The program was to air at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday on eight
stations across the state.

The cost of the television
time was $22,000, and the
production cost an additional $10,000, Colley said.
• Edward Feighan can't
understand the issues of
suburban homeowners
without living there, his
congressional opponent,
Richard Anter, said Tuesday at a news conference
in front of Feighan's home.
• Contending that Rep.
Chalmers Wylie, R-Ohio,
hasn't sponsored or passed
any significant legislation,
his Democratic opponent
Greg Kostelac said.
"We're going to be campaigning against Mr. Wylie
and his unglamorous and
undistinguished 16 years in
Congress."
Kostelac said he hopes to
make education an issue
rather than whether
prayer should be permitted in the schools.

Resource room
loans materials
ography describing the collection of resources
available located at the
main library.

by Carolyn Baliter
reporter

Predator Prey may
sound like a science fiction
movie or an electronic video game, but it is actually
one of the many games and
simulations available at
the Environmental Resource Room.
Located in 127 Hayes
Hall, the resource room
provides material on a variety of environmental subjects, Dr. Adelia Peters,
director of the Center for
Environmental Programs,
said.

The Marine and Aquatic
Education Center was recently added through funds
from Ohio Sea Grant, Peters said. There are only
two other such centers in
Ohio, she added.
Peters said the University's center was selected
because it is an interdisciplinary resource room.
There are environmental
majors in most of the colleges on campus.

Unlike the main campus
library, the resource room
loans material to the community, Peters said.
Providing for the public
is a requirement of the
State Department of Education from which the center receives funding, she
said.

The resource room has
completed the reorganization of its material with the
help of Dr. Ruth Schneider,
assistant professor of Library and Educational Media, Peters said.
THE CATALOG SYSH
TEM is similar to that used
at the main library so that
students can more effectively use the material, she
added.

Many area teachers
take advantage of the educational curriculum offered, Peters said. There
are posters and phamplets
they can use in their classrooms as well as actual
programs, she said.

There are four general
sections of the resource
room, including the research material, educational curriculum, general
interest books and the Marine and Aquatic Education material. There is also
extensive material on environmental careers, she
said.
The Environriental Resource Room is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Wednesday nights
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

THE RESOURCE room
is unique because material
that would be dispersed in
the main library is brought
together in one designated
area, she said.
"We try not to duplicate
the material that other libraries on campus have,"
she said.
She said there is a bibli-

California defeats Medfly

Officials win two-year battle
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SAN FRANCISCO (API
- California officials
toasted victory over the
Mediterranean fruit fly
with champagne Tuesday,
ending a two-year, $96 million battle to eradicate the
voracious pest that threatened the state's multibillion-dollar agriculture
industry.
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"This is a happy day in
California," saia Richard
Rominger, state director
of Food and Agriculture,
as Medfly project director
Jerry Scribner popped a
cork from a bottle.
Rominger presented
Scribner with a basket of
fruit to celebrate the announced victory.
Said Scribner: "I feel
great and tomorrow will be
the first time in years that
I won't worry the phone
will ring with* a new find
some place or a plane
crash."
One person was killed
when a helicopter crashed
while returning Irom a
spraying mission.

ALSO ATTENDING the
ceremony at Medfly project headquarters in Los
Gatos, which formallyended medfly quarantines
in the Golden State, were
some of the federal officials who once accused the
state of laxness in the eradication effort.
At the height of the battle, the state quarantined
623.5 square miles and employed 4,000 workers as the
blue-eyed bugs turned up
in backvards from lx)s Angeles to the northern
reaches of the San Joaquin
Valley.
The' state released 4.5
billion sterile medflies.
hoping the fertile pests

■HAIR REPAIR!
■
50% Off
S
All Hair Cuts
I

would choose one as a lifelong mate, and sprayed the
pesticide malathion on I,495 square miles after the
first fly was found in a San
Jose garden on June 5.
1980.
"The last two years, with
$96 million spent, has
spawned a whole new technology in medfh fighting,"
sa d Roger Blake, the now
lad-off spokesman for the

Mclntosh
Apples
Corned Beef
Submarine

"In fact," he said,
"we've been getting queries from all over the
world. Scientists want to
know what we did and how
we did it."
The last fly was found on
July 21 in Ix>s Angeles,
where the flies have tried
to establish a colony for
decades. Blake said the
flies will likely try again.

Flood
hillsides and volcanos. Cotton and sugar perished in
many areas.

. . . from Page 3

woman who was buried up
to her neck in mud. Two of
her children were killed by
the mudslide.
The government declared a state of national
emergency Sunday after
four days of heavy rains
loosened tons of mud from

The government set
aside $320,000 to provide
food, shelter and medical
aide to an estimated 30,000
people left homeless by the
disaster.
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EARN WHILEYOU LEARN
*GET PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
'ENHANCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
*EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT (Subject to departmental approval)
•EARN MONEY WHILE LEARNING ON—THE —JOB
INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR THESE AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
2.
Northwest Ohio

6.

II.

EMPLOYER: Banking Equipmenl Manufacturer
POSITION: Technical Writer
QUALIFICATIONS: Students
with strong writing and editing
skill-,.
PAY RATE. J7.00/hr.
START DATE: Spring Semester

R: Large Business
,. In Toledo Area
POSITIONS: Adm. Trainee Coop. Computer Science, Tele Mar-

i: Local Manufactur-

gMPLOYER: Large Rochester

7.

12.

EMPLOYER: Columbus Area
Chemical Corporation
PaSJTJQN.:
!M: Computer Science •
Software Applications
TIONS: Students
i-lCATOWS:
; in computer science
$5.56 • $7.00
Spring Semester

17.

EMPLOYER: Fostoria Recreational Organization
PJ2SJTJOK: Program AdministraBot
QUALIFICATIONS: I
&TE: «7S/wk.
TTE: ASAP

26.

t

Cincinnati Area

13.

FMPi/iVFR Big < Accounting
Firm
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores
or Junior Accounting Majors
PAY RATE: Negotiable
START DATE: Spring Semester

18.,

IYER: Davton Bank
Bank Management

Management Interns
ATIONS: Music &
ickground
PAVRATFfttt/hr
START DATE: Summer Semester

Trainee
QUAUFICA' IONS: Dayton students only majoring in General
Business and Finance.
PAY RATE Negotiable
START DATE: Spring Semester

22. EMPLOYER: A Public Art Museum
POSITION: Internship in Dept. of
Art History Education
QUALIFICATIONS: Jrs., Srs. or
Grad. Students majoring in History
.TE: None

23■EMPLOYER: Ohio Historical Society
POSITION, Historical Co-op
SUALIFICATONS: Students inrested in the areas of History,
and various other majors.

27.

CATIONS: Student Inn Natural Resources
|£ 13 35/hr.
j: Spring Semester

ATJQNfi: Soph, or Jrs.
majoring in Public Relations,
IPCO, or Technology.
PAY BATE: *3.70/hr.
START DATE: Spring Semester

41.
: TV SUtion in To: Production Assistant
ATOMS.::Jf
Jr. or Srs.
RT#
£: None
2: Spring Semester

28..

Large Industry
|_ Company
puter Science

EMPLOYER:

Northwest Ohio

POSITION: Accounting Co-op
WALfflCATlQMS: Accounting
Majors with Jr. or Sr. status

PikjiXTEJZX/y*.

START DATE: Spring Semester

37.

SR: Bellevue ManufacnT
$: Employee and Com_ elations Co-op
UiFlCATlQNS Jr. or Sr. in
Relations, Human Res.
nt. & other majors.
&}S.MAir.
§: Spring Semester

38. F
FMPi/WF.R- Local ManufacturiFlnn
JjT: Programmer Analyst
CATIONS: Compulei
emah

42. EMPLOYER: Public Utility in

: Warren Area ManData Processing CoFICATIONS: Computer
cience Major
AY RATE
Vane:
■ies from
i4.60/day tol««.00/da>
TART DATE: Spring Semester

Dayton Area
ION: Computer Science

IYER: Large Corporation
n
.: Marketing Represen-

IONS: Jrs. or Srs.
majortng in Computer Science
PAYRATE: $5.90/hr. It up
START DATE: Spring Semester

Jrs. majorf Sales
.j/wk.
Summer Semes-

ffiSffi

47. EMPLOYER: Large Restaurant

46.
EMPLOYER: Graphic Design
Firm in Toledo
i: Production Assistant
Jrs. in Fine
Arts or Graphics Design
5^|J.OM4.l»/hr.
START DATE: Spring Semester

v57

Firm
POSITION: Management Trainee
QUALIFICATIONS: Jrs. with a
dedre for restaurant management area.
,J140OO/yr.
: Spring Semester

5. EMPLOYBR: NiUonal Museum in
Washington DC.
POSITIONS: Mechanical Engineering, Botany Trauiee, Reiearch
Student Trainee.Conservatton/CoUections Management
gluijfirATioNS: History Majors
PAY RATE. Vanes
START DATE: Spring Semester

10. EMPLOYER: Dayton Area Manufacturer
POSITION: Human Resource
Management Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Must live
near Dayton and have strong inirsonal comm. skills
Negotiable
Spring Semester

14-EMPLOYER: Recreational Center
~
POSiTION: Outdoor Education
Co-op Teachers
QUALIFICATIONS: Jrs. & Srs. in
any major
PAYRATF. 1100/wk plus room
and board
START DAI F Spring Semester

15.,

19.

20. EMPLOYER: Chicago Oil Com-

YER Opera Theater
3N: Vocal Accompanist,
Adm. Assistant, Make-up Assistant. Asst. Costumer, Asst. Stage
Manager, and Theater Tech.
QUAUFICATIONS: Theater Experience
fAYRATE: Negotiable
START DATE: Spring Semester

Si EMPLOYER:

Amherst Corporation
POSITION: Applications Programmer
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Science Majors
PAY RATE: J1.00C-J1 WO/month

29..

Major Northeast

Federal Govenr
ffency in Northwest Ohio
Claims Representative Trainee Co-op
QUAUFICATIONS: Jr or Srs.
majoring in liberal Arts
PAYkATE^>5.52/hr.
START DATE: Spring Semester

rosrnON: Summer positions
QUALIFICATIONS: Students
majoring in Acct. Bus. Adm.
Chem Computer Science, & etc.
PAY RATE: negotiable
START DATE: Summer Semester

25. EMPLOYER: Illinois Aviation
Manufacturer
POSITION: Technical Writer CoQUAUFICATIONS: Eiceilent
communication skills, be able to
read blueprints, schematics
PAY RATF_y MV17 IW/hr
START DATE: Spring Semester

30.

V: Accounting .Jo-op
lATJOJiS Students
!_in
accounting
t—
: $l,149.50/month
Summer Semes

Q^ALIFl
Computer
ce Majors
: Negotiable
ART DATE: Spring Semester

33.,

32.

gFlrm
prtsrnnN- Sales Trainee Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Students in
Selling & Sales, Business Admin,
4 Mark
5: Minimum Wage
5ATE ASAP

36. KMPIOYKR: Recreational faHonda
2NS: Custodial, Merchan3 Service, & Attraction

Northeastern Ohio

EMPLOYER Oberlin Manufacturer
POSITION: Electronics TechnologyCoop
QUALIFICATIONS Students
majoring ini Ele
Electronics Technology
PAYRATE: J5.50-»7.65/hr

OYER: Oeveland Steel
9. I
Manufacturer
POSITION: Statistical Analyst
Co-op. and Electrical Technology
Co-op
QUAUFICATIONS Jrs. or Srs
with solid Mathematics background and Tech. major.
PAY RATE Negotiable
STARTDATr.. ASAP

: Soring » Summer
Semester

HF «: Forestry Internship
IYER:

Toledo Hospital
Counseling Inlem
~'NS: Student mailogy, Counseling,
or Social Work
PAYkATE:None
STACTDATE: ASAP

4.

-'None

ASAP

31. EMPLOYER: Electronics Retail-

Computer Science

JFIC ATIONS: Computer
nence Majors
._: B2S-343/wk.
TART DATE: Spring Semester

Negol
2: AS AP

Florida
POSITION: Editorial Assistant
QUALIFICATIONS: Students in
English/ Journalism
PAY RATE: None
START DATE: Spring Semester

21.

TON:

I Industrial Engineer
"IONS: Blueprint

QUAMFICATIONS: Business or
Marketing Majors
PAY RATE $5.00-16.00/hr.
START DATE- Spring Semester

16. EMPLOYER: Magazine Firm in

3.

ment
QUAUFICATIONS: Materials
Management Assignment
fc J1075/month
X: Spring Semester

posrno

: Accounting Co-op
RATIONS: a Junior ma! In accounting
—RATE: Sl.OOO/month
START DATE: Spring Semester

K Major Heavy Duty
ration
Materials Manage-

EMPLOYER: Cleveland Chemical Comp.
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS. Soph.. Jr.,or
Srs. interested In corporate accounting
fAYRATE: Negotiable
START DATE: Spring Semester

Parts

EMPLOYER
Toledo Arts
Agency
POSITION: Fine Arts Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS: Strong interest in arts management
PAY RATE None
START DATE: ASAP

34. EMPIOYER

35.

39. EMPLOYER: Oeveland Publication
POSITION: Reporters, Photographers^ copy editors
QUALIFICATIONS: Excellent
writing skills and familiarity with
newsroom procedures

40. EMPLOYER: Public Utility in

Columbus based
Magazine
POSITION Magazine Journalism Coop"
QUALTFICATII
riONS: Jrs. or Srs.
in English, Journalism, Popular
Culture
PAYJJATE: Non Paying
START DATE: ASAP

: Summer Semes-

EMPLOYER: Public Utility in
ftansfleld. Ohio
POSITION: Retail Sales Co-op
OfTAT^fATlONS Jrs. or Srs.
majoring in Marketing
PAY RATE: $4 0MS.M/hr
START DATE: ASAP

Mansfield. OHio
POSITION: Electronics Co-op
QUnjJlCATlQMS: Jrs or Srs.
majoring in Electronics TechnolPAY RATE: 16.50/hr.
START DATE: ASAP

ter

45.

44.
£ME

^rBa,^Co^Uer

iTIONS: Student with
ma
interest

35/hr.
DATE: ASAP

48.
EMPLOYER: Housewares Distributor
1: Direct Sales
ATIONS: Strong Motivation to sen"
PAYRATE: Commission
STARTING DATE: As soon as

49.

EMPLOYER: Warren ManufacturlngPlnn
•: Accounting Co-op
CATIONS: Jrs. or Srs.
| in Accounting
^_JW.00-*66 00/day
*~2: Spring Semester

A Northwest Ohio

mputer Science Coop
.ATIONS: Computer Science Majors wluT Junior or Senior
Status
PAY RATE: Negotiable
STARTING DATE Spring Semester

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, CONSIDER IT.
IT COULD BE ONE OF THE SMARTEST
MOVES YOU'LL EVER MAKE.

THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
222 ADMINISTRA TION BUILDING
372-2451

Interested students are urged to attend the information meeting:
September 23rd - 6:00 p.m.
Taft Room, University Union
The Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to
explain the advantages and specifications of the program and
the available positions.
If you are unable to attend the meeting, Call or Stop By
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Family:

Health service gets cut
by Lorl Karch
reporter
The national Planned
Parenthood organization
will succeed the Wood
County Health Department
temporarily in extending
family planning services to
local residents as of October 1, according to Betty
Morais, executive director
of Planned Parenthood of
greater Toledo.
The Wood County Health
Department, who for 10
years had been providing
funds to the Bowling Green
Family Planning Center, is
no longer able to continue
services because of a 26
Srcent cut in state funds,
orais said.
Thus, Planned Parenthood was invited by the
Ohio Department of Health
to continue services at the
Bowling Green Family
Planning Center.
"Because we don't want
services to lapse, we will
open up a clime in Bowling
Green, she added.
According to Kay Longley, a health educator on
the new staff directed by
Planned Parenthood, services will be based on a
sliding fee scale, and include all forms of birth
control, pregnancy tests,
counseling and community
education.

Shop tomorrow 9:45 to 9 for these fantastic savings.
Fall fashions and more at sale prices! Here are just a few examples.

Fntire stock regular price junior fashions
Entire stock Young Collector activewear

20%off
25% off

Entire stock Westport fall separates . . .

25% off

Entire stock Westport coordinates

25% off

Misses corduroy blazers

39.99

Entire stock Moderate weekend separates
14K gold chains, charms, initials

20% off
. 50% off

Entire stock bodywear, tights, legwarmers

20% off

Entire stock camisoles, half slips, full slips

20% off

Entire stock panties

20% off

Entire stock misses long and short robes

20% off

50% off men's summer slacks

now $5

Men's short sleeve shirts

now $4

MORAIS ALSO SAID
Planned Parenthood hopes
to eventually open their
own clinic in Bowling
Green.
Nancy Kinney, director
of nursing services at the

Men plea innocent
to death scheme
CLEVELAND 'API
Two men. one a former
high-ranking Teamsters
official, pleaded innocent
Tuesday to charges of extortion in an alleged death
plot against a Clevelandarea automobile dealer.
John "Skip" Felice Jr.,
49, of Strongsville, and Josenh Charles Ilacqua. 53,
of Mayfield Village, appe ired before U.S. District
Judge Alvin I. Krenzler.
According to the indictment against the two. Felice had told auto dealer
Thomas Ganley that a
murder contract was out
or Ganley. Felice allegedly told Ganley that the
contract could be canceled
if he were to pay $10,000.
The indictment charges
that Ganley twice made
$5,000 payments, once to
Felice and once to Ilacqua.
Ganley also provided a
1981 model automobile to
Ilacqua, the document alleged.
After arguments from
defense attorneys,
Krenzler set bond at $50,000 for Felice and $200,000

Entire stock young men's activewear...... 25%-30% off
20%off
25% off

Health-tex knit tops and 2-pc sets

30% off

Sorry, no mail or phone orders.

macys

THE GOVERNMENT
had sought a $100,000 bond
for Felice and $500,000
bond for Ilacqua.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
David Bower argued for
the higher bond on Ilacqua,
claiming his felony record
and present status as a
federal parolee made him
a likely candidate to skip
bond.
"I can describe for the
court at least eight felony
convictions against Mr.
Ilacqua since 1949," Bower
said. "His prior history
shows he would flee to
avoid prosecution."
Ilacqua was a federal
fugitive for eight months in
1975 and 1976 while he was
under indictment for theft
from an interstate shipment.
"As a result of what's
been done here in Cleveland, a lot of people are
coming forward," Griffin
said, noting that Ganley
was receiving law enforcement protection.

Ladies Nite-Wild Party.
Wild Specials No Covey

%
d)
C

"GREEK N1TE - wear ^
your letters and see
double at the bar

*|

Q- LL
O L.
O 3

si
< 2
z >
LU

4-

Q. -C

And many, many more savings throughout the store. Hurry in!

for Ilacqua.

MAIN ST.
3

Entire stock girls'denim jeans
Entire stock boys'sport and novelty tops

Wood County Health Department, stresses the
Planned Parenthood intervention is purely for financial reasons.
"The Bowling Green
Family Planning Center
did not have enough local
funding to make up deficits/' said Kinney.
"The health department
could not financially manage to keep up the program," she added.
Kinney said Planned
Parenthood hopes to compensate for mis deficit.
through patient fees and
private contributions, she
added.
"The Board of Health
still feels family planning
is a necessary service, and
they have a responsibility
to keep services available," he added.
Until the October 1 intervention of Planned Parenthood, the Bowling Green
Family Planning Center is
directing persons to other
services. These alternative
services include the
Planned Parenthood chapter in Toledo, the University Health Center and
private physicians. There
are also clinics in Fremont, Findlay and Defiance.
Planned Parenthood is
bound by the same regulations as Bowling Green's
center, and the services
rendered are similar, Kinney said.
"We cordially invite University students to use the
services. We think they
will like it (the clinic) very
much," Morais said.

O ?

1:30 to 11:00 pm - Happv Hours,
Draft and Miud Drinks

7:30 to 9:30 p.m. W)
Famous Plastic Cup
Special

z
0)
u
c
D
Q

CORNER Or
WOSTER 8 MAIN

7:30lo 10:00 p.m. High
Oclane Nile Top off
your tank at MAIN ST.
early and see how your
engine runs"

-152-370:J
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Pregnancy tests prove unreliable

Bearded bandit loose

Hater of rich robs hikers
GRAND JUNCTION.
Colo. (AP) - Doctors and
businessmen hiking in the
rugged high country recently have been robbed of
food by a bearded mountain man who carries a
rifle and an ivory-handled
pistol and badmouths big
government and the ou
companies.
"Navaio Sam," as he is
identified by letters etched
on the stock of his rifle,
was described by a college
student who encountered
him as a kind of modernday Robin Hood, disliking
the rich and living in the
wilderness to escape the
threat of a nuclear war.
But one of the victims of
his robberies this summer
in the San Juan National
Forest calls him an
"armed lunatic."

The authorities, meanwhile, can't find him.
"There's 40,000 acres of
national forest, all heavily
timbered, up there and it's
80 miles away from here,"
said Dolores County Sheriff Robert Bryan.

"IT.'s HARD to get in
there and look for that
guy," Bryan said in a telephone interview from his
office in Dove Creek.
"There was snow up there
last weekend."
Bryan and other local
authorities believe the
man who robbed several
campers of their food is
Leo Lyyioki, 51. Lyyjoki. a
former farmer and logger,
is known to favor the "Navajo Sam" nickname.
"He really didn't like the
rich," said Fort Lewis Col-

Strike
. . . from Page 1
The negotiatins between
the union and National
Railway Bargaining Council, which represents 110
railroads, collapsed Mon-

day after the two sides
failed to resolve the question of a wage differential
for engineers over those
earned by other members
of a train crew.

lege student Sean Dee, who a Grand Junction surgeon
encountered Navajo Sam who was robbed of food by
while hiking during the La- Navajo Sam, called him
bor Day weekend. He was "an armed lunatic" who
really down on oil compa- poses a danger to himself
nies, big government and and other campers in the
organized crime."
forest.
Dee, who induced Na"Any time anybody
vajo Sam to pose for a points a gun at your chest,
Eholograph, said the it's dangerous," Petersen
warded outdoorsman told said Monday.
him he had been living in a
plastic lean-to the past 14
The bandit confronted
months to escape the Peterson and a companion
threat of nuclear war.
in July. At least three other
The mountain man said parties have reported simihe had lost a dairy farm lar incidents.
because the federal govSince the July incident,
ernment demanded that he Navajo Sam has developed
upgrade his equipment to an image in some quarters
meet health standards, as a rugged individualist,
then lost all his lumbering intent on surviving in the
equipment to his second San Juan high country on
wife in a divorce set- his wits and weapons.
"He was sort of like a
tlement.
WARREN PETERSON. Robin Hood," said Dee.

Women's Club
Lacrosse
|Sunday, Sept. 26 8:00 p.m.
106 Eppler North

Meadow View Court
Apartments
i 214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone: 352-1195

"NOW RENTING"

353-7595

* 1 BEDROOM
* 2 BEDROOM
* FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED
Inquire about special rates
Laundry facilities available.
Party room
G,me foom

I

i$i

I when you Purchase anySub at Regular Price

Goif

Therefore, these women
may have to invest in an-

I

:

nancy tests range from $9
to $11. Predictor, Answer,
Daisy Two and E.P.T. are
some of the common kits.
Most laboratory tests,
Meyer said, are between
$10 and $12.
Urine pregnancy tests
cost about $10, while serum
(blood) pregnancy tests
cost around $12, she said.
Serum tests are more sen-

sitive and can detect pregnancy at an earlier stage,
she added.
For example, when a
woman takes a urine test
and places the urine in the
test tube provided in the
kit, the slightest jiggling of
the tube can throw of the
results and give a false
positive reading, she said.
A positive test, noted
with a doughnut-shaped
ring, or a negative test, in
which the cells are evenly
spread, are not always
clear, especially to the untrained eye, she added.

CONGRATULATIONS
the newest members of the Orientation Board:
Lee Anne Cole
Marty Halter
George Mendes
Carin Peirce
Paula Stewart
Mike Cleary
And a Special Thanks for the help and continued support
of the present hoard members:
Dave Coleman
Jean Amaiorc
Gynne Gulliford
Mary Amat^re
Bob Idzakovich
Dave Anderson
Mike Minichello
Mary Bernard
Kathy Palmisano
Meg Bierbower
Nikki Vescovi
Terry Wakefield
Linda Bos

Janet Baker
Jenny Baker
Ben Balmer
Lori Beranek
Dave Bicsiada

From the folks who still "CARE"
Greg DeCrane, Director
Sarah Nelson, Graduate Assistant
Brad Borland, Graduate Assistant

At Command Performance!

Senior
Representative
Application

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)
FREE styling consultations for men 6 woman.
Coma learn how we can make you look better!

Sept. 27

Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
CR«0- $8)
Fun permanent «
(Reg. $35)
Part'i permanent *
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. S«-$22)
• Haircut extra

5:00 p.m.

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

wants to talk Turkey
Buys you a
Turkey Sub

Eat-In or Carry-Out Only <; ,
I (No Delivery on this special) ■ yL. '•
coupon good
■ ^ ■
I Sept. 22 thru Sept. 25 W
| Delivery starts at 4:30 p.m. Daily

oueh
are available,
ailab
Meyer said
that most doctors would
probably not accept home
Siregnancy test results beore giving prenatal care.
She said these doctors may
require an additional pelvic examination.

other test or examination
in a laboratory before a
doctor would care for
them, she said.
The cost of home preg-

I coupon good thru October 24

Deadline Due:

AM residents ate granted a tree membership to the Chenywood 9
Spa with lease
•

I

cause they want to be pregnant.
"It's very hard to be
objective with something
you are so intimate with,'
Meyer said.

►"Anyone May Pick one up in
UAO Office - Sept. 21-24

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-12 & 1-5

DiBendetto's
SUB-ME-QUICK

SHE SAID WOMEN also
could be biased in determining the true results of
the tests. Therefore, they
may see a positive when it
doesn't exist simply be-

this coupon admits ■
2 FOR PRICE OF 1!! |

Organizational Meeting

s.un.

For a woman, discovering that she is pregnant
can either bring great elation or much unhappiness.
Women can now make this
discovery process on their
own by using home pregnancy test kits.
Microbiologist Miriam
Meyer, supervisor of the
Student Health Center's
laboratory, questions the
dependability of these
tests.
She said that mistakes
are more apt to occur because these women are not
trained to administer the
tests.

j Special Offer! j
I Pine's Roller Rink j
338 S. Main St.

. •"»*'"« ,
Summing pool

by Maria Garrabrant
reporter

in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY]

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

SAVE S4!

Now only $10!

SAVE S3! Now only SSI
(Hot rollers or wet sets: $2 extra)
SAVE 910! Now only $25!
SAVE S71 Now only $18!
SAVE $10! Now only $261
SAVE SS! Now only $16-$21!
SAVE $4! Now only $e-$ia!
(Slight additional charge lor
below-shoulder-length hair)

Command Performance
The

Hairstyling

Place

Salon hours: »-9 M-F, 9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowfcig Green, Ohio
,
Appointments avatable lor perms & cotorng
HURRY! Sale la for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Pan Pizza's
"In" At Pizza Inn!
If you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever
taste, try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all...

CHEE8IER MEATIER DEEPER
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBLIER TASTIER
THICKER
i »i
SAUCIER

ML 80JJUSLES
The Only Real

Tournaments
•"Fourman Scramble"*
• Sept. 26 12:00 Noon •
Sign up in foursome* in I'AO office
Fee Due Vpon RegiHtration

•Golf Course
•

$20.00/person includes:
green fees!

0
m\
A

prizes: umbrellas, gloves,
a putter, club membership,
and lessons!

LIVE ROCK' N ROLL
In Bowling Green

$3.00or$2.000ff.

Specials Wednesday:
Schnapps and Draft Beer

Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with
equal number of toppings. FREE.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 10-7-82 BG

THURSDAY NIGHT
FM 104
$1.04 at the door FM104 Specials All Night
Friday and Saturday Happy Hours
From 8:30-9:30 no cover until 9:00

333 S. MA1K

t

Get *3.00 off a large or S2.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many toppings as you want.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 10-7-82 BG

nrpUaaoatkkPtnalan. WZ

POr pimM to Fins Inn. «©

Pizza inn I

Pizza inni

OFFER GOOD AT THESE PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS:

1616 E. Wooster

352-4656

For pizza out it's Pizza Inri;

i
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BG's Thomas: The unknown man
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

Charlie Thomas - does the name ring
a bell? It probably doesn't unless you're
a close follower of Falcon soccer. But
Thomas probably doesn't care if anyone
has ever heard of him, that way he
knows he's doing his job.
As sweeper back for Bowling Green's
undefeated soccer squad, Thomas has
played a vital, but often times unknown
role in the success of this year's team.
He is soccer's version of a football offensive lineman. No one ever hears of them
until they make a mistake.
"No, I don't really mind playing
sweeper back," said the 6-foot-4 senior.
"There's a lot more work on offense. My
job is to keep to keep the ball with the
offense so they can score goals. As long
as they have the ball I have an easy job.
Thomas was born in Heidelberg. Germany, where his father was stationed
with the Army, thus he has been around
the game most of his 21 years. He started
out as a striker and then played almost
every position except goalie before settling down at the sweeper back spot.
"SOCCER WAS the main sport in
Germany, since they didn't have Football
and baseball it was the only game you
played. 1 started when I was about 10

After two years as an All-League
selection at Shenendehawa High School
in New York. Thomas was recruited by a
number of universities.
"I got a letter from Coach (Gary)
Palmisano after playing in a tournament
in the East. The coach of one of the
teams we played was a BG alumnus and
lie evidently told Palmisano about me. I
didn't even know where Bowling Green
was." Thomas said.

• 982

Contused About Your Future?
Attend our first Career Semmar
Choosing a Major
Thurs Sept 23 al 9 00 am
Complon Mall Lounge
Phone 2-0202 it you plan to attend

Don't mm....
Environmental Interest Group Meeting. Today and every Wednesday al
6 00 pm 121 Hayes...Open to ALL
Fraternity and Sorority
Presidents and Invited Guesl
PantvBHer>tc and Intertralemity Coun
ces cordially invite you to attr-nu their
FALL FACULTY RECEPTION
Tnurs . Sepl 23 7 30-9 30 pm m
the President s Lounge-Ice Arena
Organisational meeting lonrghl lor
Bowling Green Student Home Economics Assoc Open to any nome ec
rnajors 8 00 pm in the Living Cen
ter
RACOUETBALl CLUB MEETING
WEO SEPT 29 220 MSC
SKYDIVING1
For information call
WCK BUBLEY 372-5648

LOST AND FOUND

"I LOVE THE sweeper back position,
in a close match the importance of the
position really shows up. Stopping a shot
when we have a 1-0 lead near the end of a
game is just as satisfying as scoring a
goal," Thomas said.
BG is just coming into the heart of its
schedule this afternoon when they face
NCAA Division III power, Ohio Wesleyan. After getting off to a 7-0-1 start
last year the Falcons faltered in the

Expert Typsng
Reasonable Rates
Call 362 7305 alter 5pm
WILL TYPE PAPERS REPORTSTEXT 1 STATS 352-6038 EARLY
AM OR WKENDS REASONABLE
RATES

Closss.t.ed roles ore 40c par line S1.20 minimum. BOLD TYH SO* extra p»r
od Approximately 25 to 30 spoc»s per line
CAMPUS/CUT IVf NTS listings lor nonprolii public service octivitirs will be
inserted OMCI lor tree ond 01 regular rales thereafter
Deadline lor all listings is 7 doys before publication ot 4 00 p m fnday ot
4 p m is the deadline lor the luesdoy edition
Classified lorms are available ol Ihe SO Mew* office. 104 University Moll.

Sepl

Obviously, Thomas has been fulfilling
his duty, keeping the ball out of BG's
defensive zone. Goalie Joe Koury has
had to make only 17 saves through four
games, a true indication of the efficiency
of BG's defense.

Thomas got into 15 games his freshman year, but had a tough time making
the transition to college life. This
prompted him to sit out the 1980 season.
"I GOT A lot of resentment when I did
that because I decided to cut out a week
before training camp started in the
summer," Thomas said. But it wasn't a
bad move because it gave me a chance
to get my grades up and get my head on
straight."

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Since he has come back to soccer,
Thomas has been a stabilizing influence
on BG's team which is looking for its
first NCAA bid since 1973. He resembles
a general on the field, shouting instructions to his teammates from his position
at midfield.
"My duty is to keep the offense
straightened out by yelling directions to
the other players. Sometimes I panic
and shut up, because in Germany they
rely more on eye contact and knowing
where the ball is," Thomas said. "I
expect things to happen too often when I
should be anticipating instead. I just
have to grow with the team."

years old, playing for a club team."
Thomas said.
"We came over to the United States
about six years ago because my father
wanted to give my brother and I the
chance to get a better education. Besides
there was a better chance of playing
over here (United States), because in
Germany you just have to wait and go
through the ranks. The high schools and
universities didn't have teams."

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
4-» PM . 9-10 PM DAILYW'MH
Alpha Phi active ol Ihe week Sandy
Crawlord The d%o m the pond paid
oH didn't <l Sandy1?
ALPHA HI DELTA CRUSH DATE
PAHTV ALPHA XI DELTA CRUSH
DATE PARTYI ALPHA XI DELTA
CRUSH DATE PARTY1

Calculator lost between South Man
and McFall Center Sept 14 Please
Can Cathy 354 1537
Found Gold rimmed eyeglasses. Can

354-1069
LOST Yelow BGSU Waslel last
Wed il found please can Pam R-jgs
al 352 7185 Important"
LOST: 2 gold rfngi. extreme sentimental value to me REWARD will
be given. Lost Thuri. Ihe I6lh. PM.
in Art Annex, call 352-1488

RIDES
Rides Available o Canton Mass
Area on Friday Sept 24th Call
352 8521
RIOE AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO
AND OR WISCONSIN AREA FRI
DAY. SEPT 24TM AM CALL 352
1398

SERVICES OFFERED

Jeff The past year has been lantas
lie1 I love you very very much AAsa

F. Roommate needod
Furnished eicepl own bedroom-1
mile Irom campus-no utMfles1 SO/mo Ann 354-1800.

16
17
IB
t9
20
21
23
25
27
30
34
35
37
36
39
40
41
43
45
46
46
50

52 Threatening
words
55 British kiln
56 Uncle of fame
59 Seductress
60 Wander
62 LaisMZ
64 Weapon, in
France
65 Loosen
66 Rocky Mountain
range
67 Regan's father
68 Convey
69 Chris Evert

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

DOWN
Cow, in Spain
Pale
Fleece
Elver
Playground
equipment
Kind of porridge
Compelled to
make a decision
Explosive
Archaic
Instrument
Survivors, according to Darwin and
Spencer
Discharge

12
13
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
36
42
43
44
45
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
57
56
61
63

London gallery
Cupid
Seed covering
Suffixes o'action
Razor-billed diver
Bakery treat,
no-cal variety
Stake
Get
on
Carried
Noise abroad
External
Needing
cultivation
Obliterate
Certain ticket
seller
Stratagem for
concealing
Resorts
Layer
Address abbrs
Ingenious
Greek Island
Pigskin
Unusual
Austen novel
Pertaining to
China: Prefix
Chichi
Nevada lake
Go
picnic
Bother

NEXT-TO—NEW-SHOP OolNng
Houseware priced low
Open
Toes 10 4p m and Fn 1-7p m
SI Aloysius School 2nd llooi
Parking Problems?
CaH Ihe student court parking hotline
to get your questions answered Cell
372-2969 from 9-5 M-R and 12 3
onF
PHI KAPPA PSI UL SIS RUSH
WED SEPT 22 7 30-9 PM
SURPRISE ENTERTAINMENT
PIKE OFF-CAMPUS BEER BLAST
SAT.. SEPT. 25
PIKE OFF-CAMPUS BEER BlASf
SAT.. SEPT. 25

WFAL 6(0 AM
SET YOUR ALARM FOR OUR
MORNING SHOWS!
Good Luck Tom Wtlison and Eric
Hoecker on you: bids lor U S G oil
campus Senalors* Your Brothers Ol
Pi Kappa Phi are oehino you'

PIKE OFF—CAMPUS BEER BLAST
SAT.. SEPT 25 AT 6:00
5TH AND HIGH STREET

AXO Belh Congrats on your Alpha
Chi-Alpna S<g lavalienng lo Bob lakas
Pnnce Chariest' Love your sister x 2
Laurie

HAVE YOU CELEBRATED NATIONAL ICE CREAM CONE DAY
WITH US?
WHY NOT!!
THE FALCON S NEST

BUY 1 GET SECOND AT 1 2 PRICE'
JACK S BAKERY - ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN THIS INCLUDES ALL
BAKED GOODS

Have your doubts about Scuba? Try
Skin Diving- Call Rec Center 2-2711
Classes now forming only S f 0
Hey Terry 0 Thanks lor list- great
land inexpensive'! lime al Sam Bs
happy hours' 1 et s do it again some
l-me okay'* Love Special K
HOCKEY SEASON IS COMING AND
WHETHER YOU'RE ANO AVID FAN
OF A NEWCOMER TO THE ACTION.
RINK
RATS COULD BE
THE
BOOSTER CLUB FOR YOU CHECK
US OUT ON OCT. 4TH IN THE ICE
ARENA LOBBY AT > PM.

Congratulations to Ihe brothers and
hltle sisters ot Sigma Nu in their
victories at Ine Bathtub Race1 You
were Born To Row' We had a great
lime and good luck for the rest ot the
year" Ji and Karen
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THE WASH HOUSE A GAME ROOM
248-250 N. Main. Kola, with our
video games A pool while you do
your laundry

mi

M-Rtnte naaded for fall Mmatter or
entire 82-83 year, furnished 4-man
apt. oi> E. Wooster. $125/mo ft.
elect., ph ..54-2109. or 352-0747.
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
NOW WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
Si30 00 mo CALL 352 4945
Fm roommate to sublease 1 DeCrm
apt close to campus SiOO'mo
.nckjd uMtt.es Sepl rent paid Move
mnow Cal 372 5518 for more info
1 F RMTE NEEDED
6TH ST APT 11
S500SEM CALL 354 1272
F Rmte needed IMMEDIATELY tor
remainder ol school year Cal 352-

2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus 2nd and
High CM E»ca al 352-4062

T-SHIRTS. SILK SCREENING 4
TRANSFERS SEE US FOR A GOOD
DEAL. JEANS N' THINGS FOR
GUYS N GAIS 531 RIDGE ST

Roommate needed to there expenses tor 2 bedroom apartment.
StSSimo. Close to campus. Call Hal
at 352-3814.

FLYING CLUB MEETING
WED 9 22 8 00 PM
309 MOSELEY

VOTE
TERRY 2IEGLER
USG DISTRICT 4 REP
EXPERIENCED - DEPENDABLE
SEPT. 21 t 22
VOTE TODAY!
DAVE RYAN
USG OFF-CAMPUS REP
8 Games tor Si with College 10
anytime At Skil Zone. 132 N Mam
rexl to Finders

have at least a 10th grade education.
have a maih and science background
and are «n good physical and mental
condition you guabty to apply tor satd
program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON. An Equal Opportunity En>
to f

P r* -

Want To Succeed In The ClassRoom'
Want To Be Rich"'
Wani To Be Successful'
For more Information wnle lo
Joe Cambel Associates
26 Drivers Lane Depl BG
Laurel Springs. NJ 08021
Sales Reps Wanted

FOR SALE
9 >nch BftW TV

Call 352-4453

7647

TO THE WHITE ROSES OF SIGMA
NU: CONGRATULATIONS ON ANOTHER BATHTUB RACE
CHAMPIONSHIP' THE BROTHERS

VOTE FOR EASTWOOD
USG REP DISTRICT f
Your voice tn Govl
SEPT 21 S22

DO

WANTED

2 bedroom (urn apt Heat, water.
CaWe TV paid lor AC. parking lot
laundry tac-Mes S340 mo CaH 352-

SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS TO
JEFF ANO DEBBIE ON YOUR SIGMA
CHI - PHI MU PINNING' BEST OF
LUCK ALWAYS FROM THE BROTH
ERSOF SIGMA CHI

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
START MONDAY SEPT 27
CALL 372-0086

Charlie Thomas (left)

To the crazy ladles ol Alpha Chi
Omega. Thanks tor the lea and the
"wildest" toga ever! From the
brolhets ol "Pi Kappa PIU"

VOTE
ERIC SCHULTZ
USG OFF-CAMPUS REP
-EXPERIENCE THROUGH TORCH

Special on Tennis a Raquelball Raquels Restringing reg SI 2 50 now
$ 10 109 N Mam The Locker Room

BG News Photo/Phil Mastur

7162

2 f roommates needed immediately
Close lo campus Si28 per month
ptm utilities 353 1171

HELP WANTED
Do You want Political Experience?
Volunteer staff positions are now
opening on the Celeste. Metzenbaum. Sherch, and local campaigns Excellent opportunity for
any POLS, or Liberal Arts major. It
interested contact our campaign
representives at Candidates Box 86
University Hall BGSU. Bowling
Onatfi. Ohio 43403.
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men & Women)
\IM_- Toledo Jomt Electricians Apprenhcesntp and Training Committee
will be accepting applications for
apprenticeship from October 4
1982 through November 5 1982
Applications will be available at Local
Union #8 Meeting HaM 807 Lime City
Rd Rosslord Oho (neat lo Inter
state Lanesi at 10 00 a m . Monday
through Friday If you are between
18 and 26 (inclusive) years of age
lup to 30 lor quaMying veterans)

Organizational Meeting
for

Lale Evenings
Arp Axxe Synthesizer used in home
siudto Excellent condition. $300 or
besl offer Cal 352-4940 evenings
or 372-2695 days
MayTag Portable Washer and Dryer
Good Cond $250 Raleigh Grand
Prit B.Ke 23 1 2 frame S50 Cal
354-1 333 evenings
OVATION GUITAR AC EL WITH
HARD SHELL CASE EX COND
$360 CALL 354-1022
75 Toyota Corolla Wagon 4 speed.
m AM—FM takes reg gas reliable
Cal 352 4743 after 5 PM
J C Penny Stereo AM FM 8 track
cassette turntable & 2 speakers
Cal 352 3294
__^_
NIKKOR 50 MM ENLARGING LENS
EX COND 560 CALL 354 1022

FOR RENT
1 & 2 Bedroom Apis Available 352384' 1 1 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
alter 3 00 pm
2 Bedroom a i Bedroom apt lor rani
Cal 352 7197
Historic house has f Ig bdrm avail
lor lemaM Has sap entrance ft
microwave Cal 352-6860
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rales John Newlove Real Estate

3542260 or 352 6553
STUDENTS S FACULTY
We slil have some ntce apartments
available Give us a call lor al your
housing needs NEWIOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Mam 352-5620
APARTMENTS
1 ettic $145 mo ft ulM 2-2 bdrm
$285 mo s uN Deposit Lease NO
PETS 352-4265
Across from campus. 1 bdrm turn
apt 1 2 oil first months rent. $180
plus deposit Lease, no pels Cal
352-4131
Fully Furn apl available Spring ft
Summer M or F Private room ft bath,
pool cable color TV. dishes ft pans
Just needs you Appro* $165 mo
Cm Da.e .illcr 9 al 35J1 IHbl

Prarie Margins
the literary Undergraduate Magazine

2 Students Needed For 5 Bdrm
House 319 Pike Cal 1-267 3341

Thursday, September 23 3 p.m.
needed:
106 Hanna Hall
poetry editor
copy editors
fiction editor
general staff
graphic designers
readers
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The Brothers ol Sigma Nu congratulate our Bathtub Race Team: Mike.
John. Jim and Keith on their third
conssculive victory!

Sisters ol Chi Omega- Thanks lor
your help with rush and lor a great
warm-up ' The Brothers of Sigma
Alpha Eps4on

13
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The Alpha Phi's would like 10 congralulate our Florida Fling co-chairmen: Colleen Brannen and Renee
Palmer. We can't wail until Florida
Fling!

TUESDAY IS GREEK NITE AT
SAM B'S"1
9 PM-MIONIOHT

1

31

THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING
GIRLS WHO HELPED CREATE A
VERY SUCCESSFUL RUSH SUE H .
K.K., SHELLEY T. LAURIE M.,
LINDA M ELAINE K AND SUE P.
THE SIGMA CHI'S __^_^__

SHAWN Thank you tor Ihe Desl two
years of my We' f hope *e have many
more logefher I LOVE YOU" DIANE

".TV"-

■

79
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Send Balloons

The Balloonman
362 6061

SURPRISE A GIRL FRIEND' HAVE
HER TUCKED IN BY A LAMBDA CHI
STARTS SUN SEPT 26 THROUGH
WED SEPT 29 CALL 372 4246 OR
3720196 FOR DETAILS
The Alpha Chi FnsbeeGon Tournament is coming Oct 2nd Srgn up in
the Union Oval today

*1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
ACROSS
Museum artifacts
Lane
Greek cheese
Crooked
Vulcan's
workshop
Mosque official
Party stew
Aleutian island
Historic Yugoslav
leader
One of the Rands
Car of yesteryear
Become ragged
Pleasant
African tribal
group
Weapon of oW
Haywire
Director Mervyn
Test answer
Came up with
Gypsy fellow
Shosnonean
Times o'day
Barcelona abodes
Piper
Sign on certain
vehicles
Picayune
Dragon, to
St George

Kim and Nick Congratulations on
your livaliering"'
Lone, The tulle Slslers

GAMES - CONTEST - PRIZES
NEW STUDENT REUNION
FRI . SEPT 24. 7-10 PM
REC CENTER

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
i
6
10
14
15

JULIE SNIDER. ITS BEEN FUN HAVING YOU FOR A F-M-N THIS
WEEK HAVE A NICE DAY" LOVE
IN ALPHA PHI, DEBBIE

A special thanks 10 Alpha Gamma
Deltas lor the use ot your house
Rush went Great' Get psyched tot
our tea this Friday' The brothers of
Pi Kappa PIU
ATTENTION'
ALL FRESHMAN AND NEW TRANSFER STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO
THE NEW STUDENT REUNION FRI
OAY. SEPT. 24. FROM 7-10 PM AT
THE STUOENT REC CENTER.
GAMES. PRIZES, FUN FOR ALL'
BRING TWO ID'S. WE STILL
CARE! SPONSORED BY
THE
ORIENTATION BOARD

Found Gel s High School ring Pxaua
Central 83 To claim go to Campus
Safety and Security
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
( A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1B0CV438-8039

"How many points do I get for a goal
anyway, two? As you can see I don't
keep up on the stats too much."

00 IT"
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
START MONDAY SEPT 27
CALL 372-0086

FLYING CLUB MEETING
WED 9 22 8 00 PM
309 MOSELEY

COMING SOON"
KAPPA DELTA-ZETA BETA TAU
CROQUET TOURNEY
SUN OCT 10

LOST Sat at the Bathtub Races m
Ihe field between Quads a ladies
gold Carevele watch wiin two th.n
Week coras as the band Valuable lo
owner small reward' Contact J* al 2
4929

One of Thomas' dreams is to score a
goal. Last year, he managed an assist
against Wooster. But the only time he
actually comes close to scoring a goal is
in the team practices, and there he's set
up with a pass right in front of the goalie.
"The sweeper back before me (Bobby
Brihn who graduated in 1979) scored a
goal and I'd like to catch him," Thomas
said. " I had two chances to score
against Findlay this year but blew both
opportunities. I just seem to get a force
field around me when I'm near the goal
and can't even dribble the hall.

JEANS N THINGS located al 531
Ridge SI win be open tor your shopping convenience M—F 10-8 pm
Sal 10 5 30 and Sun 12 6

FIJI'S: CONGRATULATIONS ON A
FANTASTIC RUSH" GOOD LUCK
TO YOU 4 YOUR NEW PLEDGES
WE ARE PSYCHED FOR THURS
DAYS WARM-UP
LOVE
THE
KAPPA DELTAS

JOHANNA fhomas is EXPLOSIVE

"Last year we did excellent. But it
just went too fast," Thomas said, talking
about the team's efforts to secure an
NCAA bid. "I just couldn't adjust to it
all.
"But this is definitely our year. We
know what's ahead of us and it's going to
happen this time. By the time we get to
the Akrons and Indianas we'll be ready
to hammer them into the ground."

Customized T-Shirts ft- Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

DON'T MISS THE PIKE
BEER BLAST!!
SAT. AT BOO, »TM AWO HIGH

PERSONAL

REWARD! I LOST MY WALLET.
EITHER IN OR AROUND THE ART
BLOG OR SOME WHERE ALONG
RIDGE ST. UP TO COURT ST I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE t. I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE WALLET.
I NEED MY IDS DROP OFF IN ON
CAMPUS MAILBCft 1362 OR CALL
874H14f» COLLECT EVEN.

second half of the season, But with a
mature team returning this year,
Thomas does not think that will happen
again.

>7
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Prairie Margins
200 University Hall

// you cannot attend, see Robery Early,
Faculty Advisor 106 Hanna Hall

■55 |

EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of

SCUBA

Submissions of poetry, fiction, photos.

drawings can be mailed to:

|bj|

*n-(>V--

* TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSONAL ASSOCIATION OF
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
* FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
* FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
* OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

sign up or call the Rec Center 372-2711

THE FRATERNITY OF PHI GAMMA DELTA
PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE FALL PLEDGE CLASS
OF
1982

La|inder Singh Bawa
Andrew Wm. Kantonen
Thomas Cullen
David Meerdink
Samuel Foster Harris
Tcevor Duane Pettiford
Gregory Phillip Henry
Adrew Elliot Stockdale
Dean Watner Taylor
FU*r1J>FU>FU>U>RJ<FU>M>iU'M>RJ<RI>rU>r1l<Rj4

